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Dear   Professor   Co1,1   ins   •

Enclosed   find   the   translation   of   the   Logan   Report   which   T   have

had   ready   for   gome   days.   Prof.   Fernald   fold   me   that,   he   expected

vou   uo   the   first   of   last   ”reek,   and   T   wa  s   ^oip."   to   Pive   it   to   you

then.   T   ara   sorry   if   the   del   ey   has   caused   inconvenience.   T   have

sketched   in   the   corrections   and   additions   in   red,   water   in   blue.

Rather   doubtful   of   the   west   contours   of   Coleman   etc.   perhaps   Smith

ar.d   Fernald   can   help   out   from   their   trip   up   the   r   tver   .
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River,   and   having   by   means   of   directions   verified   the   position   of   a   top

of   a   mountain   2669   ft.   very   near   its   left   hank;   from   the   summit   of   this

mountain   and   from   the   summit   of   one   of   the   peaks   determined   by   means   of

our   base   line   on   the   bank   of   the   St.   Lawrence,   and   which   may   be   seen   from

the   other,   we   determined   by   a   trigonometric   operation,   the   situation   of   a

conical   peak   about   17   mi.   in   front   of   us   on   the   edge   of   a   river   which

empties   into   the   Baie   des   Chaiours.   We,   being   directed   toward   this   Mt   .

thru   the   forest,   we   reembarked   on   this   river   and   took   our   directions   to

the   Baie   .   The   total   distance   following   the   detour   of   our   route   was   more

than   111   mi.;   but   in   a   straight   line,   from   our   map   it   is   74   mi.   60   chains.

The   same   line,   determined   by   the   latitudes   and   longitudes   of   its   ends,   taken

from   the   correct   charts   of   Capt   .   Bayfield   is   74   mi,   79   chains   and   that

shown   by   the   new   map   of   the   deputy   surveyor   general   Couchette,   on   the   point

of   being   published   ,   its   length   is   75   ml.   1C   chains.   The   direction   of   the

line   coincides   so   well   in   the   three   charts   that   the   difference   is   scarcely

percept  ible   .

The   distance   which   we   measured   on   the   Chatte   River   before   being   obliged

to   abandon   our   canoes   was   32-§   mi.   in'  following   the   detours   and   25   mi   in   tak¬

ing   the   general   course   of   the   river   valley.   The   distance   covered   tiock   us

thru   the   chain   of   the   Notre   Dame   Mts   which   rise   at'   a   distance   of   12   mi   in   a

straight   line   from   the   shores   of   the   St.   Lawrence   and   occupy   a   breadth   of

6   mi.   more.   The   stream   cuts   these   mountains   at   their   very   base,   and   at   the

point   where   we   left   the   river   we   found,   that   the   height   of   its   bed   above

the   level   of   the   $^gsx»£x:tekxxxs'22H   sea   was   587,   after   .having   ascended   two

little   falls   in   the   gorge   of   the   mountain,   one   of   10   ft.   the   other   of   60,

giving   a   declivity   of   18   ft.   per   mi   for   the   water   and   23   ft   per   mi.   for   the

valley   of   the   river.   The   width   of   this   river   (the   Chatte)   at   our   last   sta¬

tion   wag   50-60   ft.   ™hil“   at   its   mouth   its   width   is   about   150   ft.   Its   course

on   descending   between   these   two   points   exoftpt   its   si   ight   curves   is   as   follows



b*

At   each   tflrn   mad  e   by   these   lines   except   the   las   three   which   run   thru

a   wet   terrain,   the   river'   receives   a   brook   of   more   or   less   importance.   Its

sources   lie   on   a   plateau   about   3   or   4   mi   south   of   the   Notre   Dame   Mts.   which!

is   a   nuch   lower   terrain   and   constitutes   the   divide   between   the   St.   Lawrence

River   and   the   Bale   dec   Chalem   ,   a   space   of   terrain   which   extends   east   and

west   much   beyond   the   A   tte   which   comprises   only   12   -   14   mi.   The   waters   of

these   sources   are   brought   to   the   entrance   of   a   deop   ravine   or   gorge   of   the

mountain   by   3   principal   streams   which   meet   at   this   point,   two   of   which

follow/   the   same   line,   but   in   opposite   directions,   are   in   the   direction   of

the   stratification   and   mark   the-   edge   of   the   “otre   Dame   formation   while   the

third   makes   a   partial   section   almost   at   right   angles   whifch   the   others   thru

the   strata   which   rest   on   these   rocks   in   a   southerly   direction.

The   whole   area   which   the   Chatte   drains   does   not   exceed   perhaps   300   sq   .

mi.   About   half   of   this   area   lies   south   of   the   large   mountains   or   between

them.   They   send   the   tribute   of   their   waters   principally   by   two   deep   longi¬

tudinal   valleys,   directly   opposite   each   other'   in   the   direction   of   the   chain

which   extends   each   side   of   the   gorge   for   about   6   mi,   and   which   discharging

there   are   terminated   by   two   high   summits   at   their   extremities,   and   13   mi

apart   in   a   straight   line   while   several   transverse   valleys   come   to   their

aid   in   making   ravines   and   fashioning   the   mt  .   mass   into   a   considerable

number   of   small   mountains   or   secondary   mountain   chains   (  eontref  orts  )   less

high   but   important  .



We   visited   the   two   principal   summits   On   climbing   that   toward   the

east   which   is   exactly   opposite   the   lower   part   of   the   valley   of   the   Chatte

and   seems   to   terminate   it,   when   one   sees   it   from   the   St,   Laurence,   we

climbed   the   north   slope   of   the   chain   which   presents   -a   fa^ce   of   which   the

declivity   cannot   be   less   than   45°   by   3000   ft,   and   we   found   that   before   the

horizon   showed   on   the   low   hills   between   us   fend   the   (St,   Lawrence)   River

(fleuve   not   riviere)   we   had   reached   an   elevation   of   1753   ft,   above   its   sur¬

face,   The   highest   spring   of   water   which   we   could   discover   is   found   at   an

elevation   of   3544   ft.   The   water   of   this   spring,   coming   from   the   strata   at
upper

the   base   of   the   peak   is   abundant   and   of   an   excellent   potable   quality.

The   summit   of   the   peak   itself   which   is   a   point   or   crest   of   bare   rock   has

3768   ft,   elevation   whil‘d   the   flat   and   broad   top   of   another   mount'1.  in   to

which   we   gave   the   name   Mattaouisse,   name   which   in   Micrnac   means   porcupine,

because   we   killed   one   of   these   animals,   in   climbing   one   of   its   slopes,   and

on   which   we   spent   thfe   firfet   night   of   our   climb,   having   arrived   there   by

mistake  ,   is   3365   ft,   A   deep   ravine   separates   It.   Mattaouisse   from   the
from   another

principal   peak   and   another   separates   it  ,   in   the   form   of   a   dome.

As   to   the   principal   summit   on   the   west   of   the   Chatte   River   to   which

we   gave   the   name   Mt   .   Bayfield   in   honor   of   Capt   .   Bayfield   who   has   indicated

the   position   on   one   of   his   maps,   we   found   that   it   has   an   elevation   of   3471

feet   after   having   arrived   by   a   very   hard   and   fatiguing   climb   from   the   gorge

to   a   "noyau"   or   massive   escarpment   of   a   mountain   2669   ft   high   which   acquired

the   name   of   Bonhomme   from   the   esistence   of.   a   large   ro<ck   as   standing   on   a

step   of   its   slope   in   the   attitude   of   a   man   who   spied   what   was   passing   below

and   by   a   route   along   the   chain   or   crossing   the   mountain   with   a   triple

summit   more   than   3000   ft   separated   from   ivlt  .   Bayfield   by   two   ravines   and   an

intermediate   mountain   of   medium   elevation.

'•11   those   heights   given   between   the   two   principal   summits   are   the

little   chains   or   links   of   a   chain,   situated   on   the   north   of   the   longitudinal



very   high   I
valleys   which   have   been   mentioned   and   altho   they   constitute   the  At  oothed   I

ridge,   none   of   them   is   morp   than   a   mile   from   the   northern   base   of   the   whole   I

range.   The   five   miles   which   compose   the   rest   of   its   breadth   present   lower   ■

summits   and   one   of   the   higher   of   those   summits   which   comes   out   in   a   re-   1

markable   wanner   on   the   east   side   of   the   gorge   and   to   which   T,ro   gave   the   name   I

of   Mt   .   du   Sud   is   found   to   have   2413   ft   oi   ovat   ion  .   All   these   mt   .   summits   I

as   well   as   the   crest   of   the   north   are   escarpements   on   their   north   side   and   g

generally   with   a   gentler   slope   on   the   south   side,   in   the   probable   direction   H

which   in   this   part   of   the   chain   can   he   considered   as   E,   N.   E  .   and   W.   S,   S,

magnet  ically  ,   I

From   the   hi   ghost   summit   wo   visited,  the   .nxxxxlpat:   spectacle,   the   panorama*

which   unfolded   for   us   was   grand   and   magnificent   to   the   highest   degree.   In   ||

the   north   half   of   the   circle,   the   waters   of   the   St.   Lawrence,   ornate   with   ||

its   ships   and   fishing   vessels,   extended   to   right   and   to   loft,   as   far   as   I

our   eyes   could   reach.   Or   its   northern   shore   immediately   in   fr  om   of   our   I

position   one   could   distinguish   by   the   unaided   eye   the   lighthouse   of   the   ■

Points   des   Monts   at   some   50   miles   away   where   the   granite   hills   which   rise   ■

immediately   above   it   in   the   interior   sink   gradually   to   the   horizon   as   fast   aJ

they   are   more   distant  .when   we   follow   them   to   the   entrance   of   the   gulf,   to   a   H

point   where   we   think   we   could   discern   the   island   of   Anticosti   100   miles   away

theu   the   haze   caused   by   distance,   whig   e   at   our   feet   were   disposed   in   parallel

lines   the   hills   and   vail   eyS   between   us   and   the   liver   (fleuve).   To   the   cast

a   confused   mass   of   mountains   and   ravines   belonging   to   the   chain   of   the

Notre   Dame   mountains   filled   several   degrees   of   the   circle   and   we   suppose   th

that   one   of   the   summits   whore   we   saw   a   spot   of   snow   was   higher   than   that

where   we   were.   Several   peaks   were   bear   and   as   they   retire   one   behind   the   I

other   and   ocouoy   a   smaller   anrlo   in   the   perspective   it   became   difficult   |

to   distinguish   those   of   the   Notre   Dame   Moun  tains   from   those   which   belong   to   #

other   chains.   Turning   to   the   south   the   picture   is   occupied   by   a   sea   of   1

ridges   or   hills   parallel   undulating,   and   we   presume   that   farther   away   a



plateau   or   an   elevated   plain   with   some   remarkable   points   elevated   in   cones

and   domes;   and   by   an   "erf   on   cement"   or   opening   which   was   probably   the   va'iley

of   some   river   to   the   south,   we   distinguished   at   the   horizon   a   bluish   "lueur"

who   ch   we   thought   might   be   New   Brunswick.   The   prominent   points   became   still

mors   rare   in   turning   toward   the   west   until   the   horizon   was   again   interrupted
wo!  1  -marked

in   this   direction   by   the   contour   of   a   quite   distant   part   of   the   chain   on   whi

which   we   wore   ,

The   highest   summits   in   our   view   were   generally   of   bare   rocks.   Those

which   followed   them   immediately   in   the   scale   were   crowned   with   dwarf

"  spinet  te,s"   or   "s'   Mn^ttes"   sturd  v   and   v^ry   much   branched   of   which   several

were   no+   more   than   5   ft   high   but   gr   owning   so   close   together   that   their

branches   interlaced.   Tt   was   very   difficult   to   force   ones   passage  .   On

still   1   ov'er   summits,   the   sapinette   was   mixed   writh   bouleau   bianc   and   the

he   i   edit   of   the   trees   increased   gradual   1   yas   the   cl   evati   on   diminished   .   A

trait   which   was   noticeable   to   us   in   the   vegetation,   at   a   certain   height

on   the   mountains   -and   which   could   rot   bat   be   agreeable   to   us   after   having

been   as   it   were   impri  sored   in   the   forests   situated   at   their   fnd   was   the

great   extent   of   meadows   which   showed   on   every   side   except   the   north.   Broad

spaces   to   the   east,   south   and   west   were   carpeted   by   a   very   r  i  oh   vegetation

and   especially   by   the   great   diversity   of   species   of   ferns   in   the   midst   of

which   rose   here   and   there   groups   of   sapinette  s   or   boul.o&u   bianc   or   these

two   species   of   trees   together,   which   gave   almost   the   appearance   of   park

or   lawn   to   the   mountain   sides   as   if   art   had   arranged   and   distributed   all

for   ornament   and   presented   often   combined   with   the   peaks   the   ravines   and

a   distant   horizon,   a   countryside   of   grand   beauty.
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